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ancient decisions, and there are many upon which the decisions
are so hesitating and vacillating that it is still impossible to
extract with assurance the governing principle. Moreover, the
number of decisions on the subject is trifling in comparison
with the case law that surrounds such topics as contracts and
torts.
An important fact, however, and one that should never be The older
overlooked either by the student or the practitioner, is that^jj^
many of the older decisions are faulty and dangerous guides, areof°aS
and especially so when the point at issue has been the subject <*°ubtfui
of more recent adjudication. This is one sphere in which the
wisdom of our elders is less sacrosanct than usual. We can
affirm without exaggeration that to cite a decision upen private
international law of 150 years ago is little more helpful than to
search for the law of landlord and tenant in the medieval reports
of the Common Pleas. In fact we can go further and say that a
decision no more than seventy or eighty years old is suspect.
The reason is that the time during which the courts have
addressed themselves seriously to the construction of a con-
nected series of principles is all too short for anything like a
complete and comprehensive system to have yet emerged,
especially when it is remembered that private international
law touches every branch of law. The early judges worked on
virgin soil, and their decisions were necessarily hesitating and
tentative. Circumstances have necessitated a process of trial and
error, and unless it is realized that the early decisions frequently
represent the halting1 steps of pioneers it will be long before this
branch of law attains a state of elegant cohesion. If we are
content to justify an opinion of today upon an early decision,
however precise and unambiguous, without taking into account
more recent developments of the subject as a whole, nothing
but confusion and chaos can ensue.

